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paulkeogan @paulkeogan
What a great way to end a news bulletin.
Wish we did this all of the time.

“

”

Suzanne Grennan @SuzanneGrennan
Only in Ireland. What a poet. What a
poem. ‘Everything IS going to be all right’.

“

”
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DAILY
UPLIFTING
POEMS
Shared on Poetry Ireland’s
social media channels, they
reached a wide audience:
Reach on Facebook
and Instagram –
214,534
Impressions on Twitter –
186,548

Olive Travers
I have had this on my walls for years
since a time of illness confinement. The
right poem at the right time is such a
gift. Thank you for this choice today.

They resonated with people,
with shares, likes and lots of
comments. Here are just a
few examples.

Dan Albergotti
Thank you for sharing my work.

“

Martina Delaney
Love this poem.

“
“

”

”

Christina Cassidy
A beautiful, evocative poem. Thanks for
sharing. Reminds me of my grandparents.

“

”

”

Angela Minton
Oh my goodness. The Author had captured the
essence and transcendant beauty so perfectly!

“

”

Dee Tyrrell
Anyone who ever had elderly parents will
truly understand the beauty & simplicity of this
beautiful poem.

“

”
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THE POETRY LINE
Conceived of as way to connect with people
cocooning during Covid-19 through the medium of
poetry, The Poetry Line organised for individuals to
receive a phone call on Poetry Day Ireland from a
writer/poet who read them two reassuring poems. A
quick turnaround on the project and a collaboration
between Poetry Ireland, members of Aosdána and
ALONE, brought the Poetry Line into reality. Based on
its success, it was repeated again during the Covid-19
restrictions.
It featured in media including RTÉ Six One News, The
Guardian, Liveline and The Irish Times, and it made a
huge impact on those cocooning, brightening up their
day and giving them a rich experience with the poet/
writer who called them. Here are a couple of quotes
from those who took part (one a writer and one a
family member of someone who received a call):

“

Writing to let you know I have just completed the second of my two
calls. Predictably, I got a lot more from the exchange than I gave. I had long
conversations with my callers and you’ll be pleased to know have been invited
for tea to both of their homes when these dark days pass! Congrats to you and
all at Poetry Ireland on a wonderful and timely initiative - the pen has seldom
been more badly needed.

“

”

The poetry calls were a massive success and my family have been living off
the happiness they provoked for the past two weeks!...For my mum it was also
a complete thrill. Her reader read a fun one and a deeper one which really hits
on how my mum is in the world. Between the two of them and the excitement
of it all as well as the care the poets took in not only reading to them but also
really connecting with them, they have both been riding on the wave ever
since. A huge congratulations to all of you who managed to coordinate this
truly beautiful gift, connecting into our truly Irish spirit.

”
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POETRY
PROMPTS
Creating a supportive
writing community
through social media,
Poet in Residence
Catherine Ann Cullen’s
Poetry Prompts have
kept people writing,
sharing and connecting
with each other since
12 March.
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POETRY
DAY
IRELAND
2020
A virtual festival in 2020
due to Covid-19 restrictions,
Poetry Day Ireland enabled
everyone to take part
from their own home and
collectively experience the
joy of poetry. Overall reach
for Poetry Day Ireland
2020 was 3.4 million and
it uplifted people all over
the island of Ireland and
further afield.
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Poetry Ireland,
11 Parnell Square East, Dublin 1
www.poetryireland.ie

